Collective coherent light scattering by polarizable particles creates surprisingly strong, long range inter-particle forces originating from interference of the light scattered by different particles. While for monochromatic laser beams this interaction decays with the inverse distance, we show here that in general the effective interaction range and geometry can be controlled by the illumination bandwidth and geometry. As generic example we study the modifications inter-particle forces within a 1D chain of atoms trapped in the field of a confined optical nanofiber mode. For two particles we find short range attraction as well as optical binding at multiple distances. The range of stable distances shrinks with increasing light bandwidth and for a very large bandwidth field as e.g. blackbody radiation we find a strongly attractive potential up to a critical distance beyond which the force gets repulsive. Including multiple scattering can even lead to the appearance of a stable configuration at a large distance. Such broadband scattering forces should be observable contributions in ultra-cold atom interferometers or atomic clocks setups. They could be studied in detail in 1D geometries with ultracold atoms trapped along or within an optical nanofiber. Broadband radiation force interactions might also contribute in astrophysical scenarios as illuminated cold dust clouds.
Introduction
Light scattering from point like particles is connected to momentum and energy exchange between the particles and the field. The interference of the fields scattered from different particles in an extended ensemble leads to important modifications of the total force on the ensemble [1, 2] and introduces long range inter-particle light-forces [3] . These forces, which originate from coherent scattering stay sizable even if the light fields are far detuned from any optical resonance [4] . The full coupled nonlinear interaction in a cloud thus leads to a very rich and complex dynamics [5] including trapping, optical binding [6, 7] and selfordering [8, 9] . Interestingly, many of the key physical effects can already be found and studied in effective 1D geometries [10] . One particularly interesting example are atoms coupled to 1D optical micro structures [11, 12] as e. g. an optical nanofiber, where even a single atom can significantly modify light propagation [13, 14, 15] .
In a milestone experiment, Rauschenbeutel and coworkers recently managed to trap cold atoms alongside a tapered optical nanofiber [12] , a result which has been repeated and improved in several new setups [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] . As a key consequence of the strong atom-fiber coupling, optical dipole interaction and light forces between two atoms are now mediated over basically the whole fiber length. Corresponding calculations of the collective particle dynamics exhibit enhanced inter-particle forces supporting the formation of periodical self-ordered regular arrays [20, 10, 21] , where light and motion is strongly coupled and correlated [22] .
Even for large ensembles, illumination with monochromatic laser light generates a translation invariant 1D geometry. To lowest order this implements equal strength infinite range coupling of each particle to all the others [15] . At sufficiently low kinetic temperature this induces crystallization of the particles and light fields with characteristic phonon excitations [15, 10, 22, 23] . It has already been shown, that adding a second laser frequency enhances particle-particle interaction at controllable distances [24] . Note that using circularly polarized light, asymmetric chiral scattering and interaction can be implemented in such systems as well to generate very exotic chiral spin models [25] . Here for simplicity we will assume transverse linear polarization though to keep inversion symmetry.
In this work we generalize this coupled atom-field dynamics to incoherent light with a large bandwidth and no stable phase relation between the different frequency components. Hence the incoming radiation field is space and time translation invariant, but now possesses a finite correlation length. Surprisingly there appear substantial and partly even enhanced inter particle forces, for which we can control the effective interaction length via the spectral shape of the incoming radiation. Note that such broadband finite range forces were recently also predicted and observed in a seminal nano particle experiment with incoherent 3D illumination in a solution [26] . As the corresponding full 3D model is rather complex to solve and understand, we will restrict ourselves to a quasi 1D setup as mentioned above and depicted in figure 1 allowing an at least partially analytic treatment. Nevertheless we expect the model to exhibit the essential underlying multiple scattering physics. Note that instead of shaping the incoming light spectrum, one can alternatively envisage to tailor the waveguide dispersion relation by nano-structuring to manipulate propagation lengths [27, 28] . This work is organized as follows. We first generalize the basic definitions and dynamical equations of the proven multiple scattering model for light forces in 1D systems [29, 30, 31, 32] towards fields with finite bandwidth, orthogonally impinging on small particles in a 1D trap along an optical waveguide structure cf. figure 1. For two particles we analytically calculate the resulting inter-particle forces as function of bandwidth and separation. These results are then numerically extended to higher particle numbers studying the self-consistent coupled particle field dynamics for small ensembles and varying bandwidth. As a final case we will study temperature dependent forces in thermal radiation fields.
Multiple scattering approach for a point particle chain in broadband light
Let us assume an incoming broadband radiation field with all the wavelength components larger than the particle size and detuned from any optical resonance. The particles move in a 1D trap close enough to an optical fiber so that they can coherently scatter light into and out of the propagating fiber modes. For simplicity we assume a nanofiber, which supports only a single transverse mode propagating in each direction and a single peaked frequency distribution for the incident light field with center frequency ω 0 and width γ 0 . Its maximum intensity is I 0 so that:
which can be considered as a generic model of a broadband laser field or fluorescence of a large atomic ensemble. The scattered field spectrum by a single point like scatterer will than largely be proportional to the incoming distribution. For very broad light fields as generated from an LED source or ultimately using blackbody radiation with a very broad Planck spectrum, one would of course get corrections from the frequency dependent scattering amplitude η. We will only address this limit a bit at the end of this work.
Optical binding forces between two particles
To get some first insight we start with the simplest nontrivial example of two particles at a distance d = x 2 − x 1 scattering light into the fiber. Inside the fiber the fields scattered from the two particles will interfere and a part of the field scattered by the first particle will be backscattered from the second one and vice versa. As shown in previous work, this situation can be modeled by a beam splitter approach via a 3 × 3 coupling matrix [21] . Each beam splitter is parametrized by a complex polarizability ζ with dispersive part ζ r , absorptive part ζ i and an effective scattering amplitude η 0 , which for simplicity we assume to be frequency independent. In this case the multiple scattering can be summed to all orders and still allows for analytic calculations of the total self-consistent fields and forces by integrating over the whole spectrum. Note that as only the product of the spectral polarizability and the illumination spectrum appears in the calculations any frequency dependence can be absorbed into a more complex effective pump distribution.
For two particles and small ζ = ζ r + iζ i [21] as well as small relative bandwidth γ 0 ω 0 , integration over the whole frequency range (1) yields:
In contrast to the infinite range for a monochromatic field [21] we find an additional exponential decay of the inter-particle force determined solely by the illumination bandwidth. This behavior is exhibited in figure 2 , where the forces on the first particle for different bandwidths are compared. We still find stable configurations (optical binding) at several different distances, which can be calculated from the zero-points of the force in (2) . Note that as a reference value we also have included the case of an unrealistically broad distribution of width γ 0 = ω 0 to get some qualitative insight for the infinite bandwidth limit.
For a stable point we need zero average force and that the derivative of the force on the first beam-splitter with respect to distance is positive and negative for the second one. Surprisingly for non-absorbing particles with vanishing imaginary part (negligible absorption) of ζ, ζ i = 0, these stable distances d 0 do not depend on the bandwidth and are equal as for a monochromatic case [21] : When we also take absorption into account by introducing an imaginary part of ζ, this adds extra outward radiation pressure to the force and shifts the stable distances to larger values. Eventually for too large ζ i no stable configuration can be found as shown in figure 3 and 4. Note that scattering of light to non propagating field modes simply appears as effective loss in the imaginary part ζ i .
Once knowing the forces we can also simulate the coupled particle field dynamics for non-equilibrium conditions. Adding some effective friction to particle motion we simply integrate the equations of motion and let the coupled particle field system evolve 
Spectral intensity distribution of the light emitted into the fiber outside the particles for ζ = Note that in all cases the particles act like resonators creating a field intensity maximum in between them, while they themselves do not sit at either a field maximum or minimum as one might expect from simple light shift considerations. As a clear signature of multiple scattering we also get a strong spectral filtering response reminiscent of a Fabry Perot cavity from our particle pair. While some frequencies are strongly confined, others are dominantly transmitted depending on the particle distance. As a consequence the spectral distribution of the intensity emitted into the fiber outside the particle pair is strongly modified from the input. It also substantially changes with varying polarizability ζ and the line width γ 0 . This is depicted in some typical examples in figure 7 and 8. Unexpectedly the intensities are not spectrally symmetric, which is a consequence of the strong frequencydependent scattering of the beam-splitters. In this case some frequencies are filtered by particles, while others can pass them. Which frequencies can pass does not only depend on ζ and γ 0 but also at which of the stable distances the particles order. Thus, one can directly get information on the distance of the particles by measuring the frequency distribution of the outgoing intensity.
Forces and selfordering for several beam splitters
In principle determining the field distributions, the forces and stationary states for a larger number of beam splitters is straightforward by multiplying the corresponding scattering and propagation matrices. In practice, useful analytic results can only be obtained by ignoring backscattering and setting ζ = 0 as multiple scattering leads to very complex expressions. In contrast to the monochromatic case the particles in steady state here are not equidistantly distributed, which leads to a much more complex transfer matrix. Nevertheless, for ζ = 0 the transfer matrix still can be calculated analytically for N particles and integrated over the frequency distribution to yield the following expression for the total force:
As the zeros of this function yielding the stable configurations are determined by a transcendent equation they can not be calculated analytically. Nevertheless a numerical solution requires very little effort. So in figure 9 we plot the closed configuration of stationary distances for six particles as a function of the bandwidth γ 0 . Interestingly the particles are only equidistantly ordered in the two extreme limits of zero bandwidth γ 0 = 0 and a very large bandwidth, where interactions are short distance. For finite γ 0 the distances between the inner particles are larger than the distances between the outer ones.
For large bandwidth γ 0 the particles only significantly interact with their direct neighbors yielding equidistant order at a distance d ≈ 3 4 λ 0 . This is the same distance as for two particles as a consequence of the short range of the force. Note that by controlling the input bandwidth we thus can switch from infinite range to nearest neighbor interaction. This behavior is also shown in figure 10 , where the dependence of the stable distance as function of the number of particles is compared for different bandwidth γ 0 . The distance between the particles for larger γ 0 is closer to the two-particle-distance 3 4 λ 0 . Additionally they again confirm that the outer particles are closer than the inner ones and that the distances for the outer ones become more and more equal for large particle numbers.
Again the couple atom-field dynamics shows intriguing physics. Figure 11 and 12 show two examples for the time evolution of four particles in a broadband field. Again the distance between the outer particles is larger than between the inner particles. Interestingly the particles tend to create high field intensities between them, with the outer two providing trap sites for the inner pair and a total field maximum generated at the center. This effect, more prominent for smaller bandwidth, reminds of a self assembled cavity QED system.
Interparticle forces induced by blackbody radiation
As a final and extreme limit of broadband radiation let us consider the particles to be illuminated by a thermal radiation field (BBR) with a Planck spectrum. At temperature T with Boltzmann constant k B , Planck constant and light velocity c the spectral distribution reads:
Of course the assumption of constant linear polarizability is only approximately valid throughout the whole Planck spectrum. Nevertheless it has been shown recently, that for atoms with a first excited state in the UV region as e.g. atomic hydrogen, this approximation is surprisingly good up to temperatures of T ≈ 6000 K [33, 26] . Introducing a more realistic frequency dependent polarizability and resonances will introduce some quantitative changes, but one can expect qualitative agreement as long as the majority of the incident power is sufficiently detuned from resonances. This is generally the case for low temperature radiation with a peak below the visible. It has been shown before that the emitted BBR field from a hot source itself induces a surprising attractive force pulling atoms towards the hot object [33] . Here we start with two temperature less particles illuminated from the side by a BBR field. Again we integrate the fiber mediated scattering force between them over the BBR frequency range in (5), which still can be done analytically to obtain
where we defined a thermal length r T = c πk B T and a thermal frequency ω T = πk B T .
For particles in an environment with room temperature the thermal length gives r 300K ≈ 7.3·10 −4 T m · K ≈ 2.4 · 10 −6 m, which is much larger then a typical optical wavelength. Of course the long wavelength components will not be significantly guided by the fiber, but due to their low energy and momentum content, these parts are not relevant for the resulting force anyway. From (6) we can expect a distance and temperature dependent sign change of this force including a zero force distance. In fact as depicted in figure 13 , the particles will attract each other if they are close but very surprisingly this changes to repulsion at distances larger than the thermal radius r T . We thus find no stable equilibrium distance. The strongest force appears at short distances and will induce a capture range below which two particles will collapse together. This will large determine the effective scattering size of two particles. As said, the zero force equilibrium point (d 0 = 1.37 r T ) is not stable and a small perturbation causes collapse or separation. This behavior is plotted in figure 14 and 15 , where in the first case the particles are attracted by the high intensity peak forming between them, while they are repelled in the second case.
While the quantitative accuracy of this prediction can be doubted such a qualitative behavior should be generally true, as 3D calculations yield similar attractive behavior [26] . This could imply important changes in the dynamics of ultra cold particle ensembles in thermal radiation fields with even astrophysical consequences.
Interestingly, the physics changes when we include backscattering and absorption of the radiation by the particles via introducing a finite ζ-parameter. Figure 16 and 17 show that for real ζ > 0 we get long range attraction and can even find a second zero point of the force at a large distance. As this effect is very tiny it might be more of academic than practical interest, but this separation is even stable against perturbations. Including absorption via imaginary parts of ζ has the opposite effect on the particles as expected. The force is modified in a way that in the limit ζ r 1 no stable configurations can be found due to long range radiation pressure contributions.
Similar to the previous case the particle also filter the light and sculpt an oscillating transmission pattern into the outgoing light. Figure 18 shows the outgoing intensities for a blackbody radiation field, which keep the gross shape of BBR but again the particles tend to filter some frequencies.
Larger ensembles in BBR fields
BBR induced forces on larger ensembles can be calculated in the same way as before. As expected this leads to the rather complex analytic expression in terms of simple sums for the forces that govern the dynamics of the cloud, but allows simple numerical evaluation:
As it is rather hopeless to analytically find the zeros of this function, in order to get some first insight in figure 19 we simply plot the force on the outermost particle as function of the distance for an equidistant particle array and weak backscattering amplitude. Note that the magnitude of the near field attraction strongly increases with the particle number, while its range decreases at the same time. Hence this would trigger a fast collapse of a particle cloud once a certain small distance (high density) has been reached. At larger distances the force on the first particle does not depend on the total particle number and is repulsive. This effect is also visible in figure 20 . Figure 21 , which shows the force on the first five of ten particles clearly shows that the force on the inner particles is smaller than on the outer ones. Only for some smaller distances this is not true, which is also shown in figure 22 , while we choose a larger distance in figure 23 . The simulations confirm that the particles do not form stable configurations but tend either to collapse together or repulse each other towards infinity. This effect can also be observed for four particles in figure 24 and 25. For this case large intensities between the particles push them apart. Here definitely more extensive and detailed simulations would be needed to fully understand the dynamics, which, however, is beyond the scope of this work.
Conclusions
We have shown that fiber mediated broadband light scattering from linear arrays of polarizable particles induces a much more rich and complex inter particle forces than simple repulsive radiation pressure. In fact one can tailor the interaction from infinite range to nearest neighbor coupling by a suitable choice of the bandwidth. This originates from the frequency and distance dependent interference of the various frequency components in the field, which appears for dispersive as well as for absorptive scattering. For a wide range of bandwidths, one finds multi-stable regular ordering of the particles and long range forces as for optical binding in monochromatic fields. The range of inter particle interactions can be well tuned via the bandwidth of the incoming field. While we have only studied single peaked frequency distributions to limit interaction ranges, multiple peaks can be expected to allow for a much more general design of controlling interaction strength with distance. The physical effect of these generally quite weak interactions can be significantly enhanced and studied in a controlled way by coupling via optical nanostructures as nanofibers. Some preliminary calculations, nevertheless, show that qualitatively analogous behavior survives in 2D and 3D situations. Surprisingly even for very broadband BBR fields one finds multi particle collective effects and a complex interplay of attraction and repulsion at distances around the thermal radius, which will lead to a complex nonlinear dynamics and response of larger ensembles. While this certainly is hard to observe in standard setups [26] it still could have significant influence on longer time scales. Alternatively it could be measurable in very force sensitive setups such as atom interferometers where it should induce extra density dependent shifts and dephasing.
